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Differential evolutionary algorithm (DE)
Software product line engineering
a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Software  conﬁguration,  which  aims  to customize  the software  for different  users  (e.g., Linux  kernel  con-
ﬁguration),  is an  important  and  complicated  task. In software  product  line  engineering  (SPLE), feature
oriented  domain  analysis  is  adopted  and  feature  model  is  used  to guide the conﬁguration  of  new  product
variants.  In SPLE,  product  conﬁguration  is  an  optimal  feature  selection  problem,  which  needs  to  ﬁnd  a
set  of  features  that  have  no conﬂicts  and  meanwhile  achieve  multiple  design  objectives  (e.g.,  minimizing
cost  and  maximizing  the  number  of features).  In previous  studies,  several  multi-objective  evolutionary
algorithms  (MOEAs)  were  used  for  the optimal  feature  selection  problem  and  indicator-based  evolution-
ary algorithm  (IBEA)  was  proven  to  be the  best MOEA  for this  problem.  However,  IBEA  still  suffers  from
the  issues  of  correctness  and  diversity  of found  solutions.  In this  paper,  we propose  a  dual-population
evolutionary  algorithm,  named  IBED,  to achieve  both  correctness  and  diversity  of  solutions.  In  IBED,  two
populations  are  individually  evolved  with  two  different  types  of  evolutionary  operators,  i.e.,  IBEA  oper-
ators and  differential  evolution  (DE)  operators.  Furthermore,  we propose  two  enhancement  techniques
for  existing  MOEAs,  namely  the feedback-directed  mechanism  to  fast  ﬁnd  the  correct  solutions  (e.g., solu-
tions that  satisfy  the  feature  model  constraints)  and  the  preprocessing  method  to  reduce  the  search  space.
Our  empirical  results  have  shown  that  IBED  with  the  enhancement  techniques  can  outperform  several
state-of-the-art  MOEAs  on most  case  studies  in  terms  of  correctness  and  diversity  of  found  solutions.
© 2016  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.
1. Introduction
Software product line engineering (SPLE) is a new software
development paradigm for a set or a family of similar products
[1–3]. Relying on much similarity existing among software prod-
ucts [4,5], SPLE improves software productivity and quality. The
basic idea of SPLE is to manage the similar products based on soft-
ware reuse. In last two decades, SPLE has been an active research
area in software engineering [6–9]. The motivation of SPLE ori-
ginates from the various user requirements, as most of the time
companies need to manage multiple variants of the same software
for different users. All these product variants have the common-
ality but each of them meanwhile still owns some variability that
is speciﬁc to user preference [10]. This fact motivates the reuse of
∗ Corresponding author at: School of Computer Science and Engineering, South
China University of Technology, China.
E-mail address: jinghuizhong@gmail.com (J. Zhong).
features. Systematic reuse avoids the wasteful duplication of effort,
reduces the development and maintenance costs, shortens the
time-to-market, and improves the overall quality of software [11].
In software family or software product line (SPL), feature model
is widely used to model the common and different parts among
various product variants [1]. From the perspective of the internal
developers, a feature is often deﬁned as a program function that
realizes a group of individual relevant requirements [12]. In con-
trast, for external users, a feature is usually deﬁned as a visible
value, quality, or characteristic of software [13,14]. Based on the
feature model, different features are carefully selected to meet the
requirements of users and to avoid possible feature conﬂict prob-
lems. In the era of a thriving market of mobile and service-based
applications, vendors are required to conﬁgure their applications
promptly for new users, to expand the market share. Therefore, it
is desirable to automatically conﬁgure products that satisfy various
users and avoid feature conﬂicts.
A feature model provides a representation of features in an SPL,
which could be used to facilitate the reasoning and conﬁguration of
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asoc.2016.07.040
1568-4946/© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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the SPL [14]. Common SPLs consist of hundreds or even thousands
of features. For instance, as reported in [15], the Linux X86 kernel
contains 6888 features, and 343,944 constraints. In addition, the
features are usually associated with quality attributes such as cost
and reliability. It is hard for the vendor to select a set of features
that comply with the feature model, and meanwhile optimize the
quality attributes according to user preferences. This complexity
provides challenges for the reasoning and conﬁguration of feature
models. This is called the optimal feature selection problem [16].
Existing works [10,16–18] have adopted evolutionary algo-
rithms (EAs) for feature selection with resource constraints and
generate the product based on the feature property value of user
preferences, respectively. Guo et al. [16] proposed a genetic algo-
rithm (GA) approach for tackling the optimal feature selection
problem. In their work, a repair operator is used to ﬁx each can-
didate solution, so that it is fully compatible with the feature
model after each round of crossover and mutation operations.
This approach might be non-terminating, and furthermore, it does
not take advantage of the automatic correction that is brought
by the GA. In addition, GA combines all objectives into a sin-
gle ﬁtness function with respective weights. This only gives users
a solution that is speciﬁc to the weights used in the objective
formula.
To address this problem, Sayyad et al. [10,17] proposed an
approach that uses EAs to support multi-objective optimization.
EAs usually return a range of optimal solutions (i.e., a Pareto front)
to the user as a result. They investigated seven EAs and discovered
that the indicator-based evolutionary algorithm (IBEA) [19] yields
the best results among the seven tested EAs in terms of time, cor-
rectness (i.e., the validity of the product in satisfying requirement
constraints) and satisfaction to user preferences. After that, several
approaches have been proposed to enhance the IBEA. Sayyad et al.
[18] also used a static method of feature pruning before execution of
IBEA to reduce the search space. They further introduced a “seeding
method”, which feeds the IBEA with a pre-computed correct solu-
tion, to help IBEA produce more correct solutions by mutating the
given seed.
In our previous work [20], we introduce a novel feedback-
directed mechanism for existing EAs to improve the correctness
of the found solutions. Feedback-directed mechanism is inspired
by the testing strategy that generates new test cases by the feed-
back (i.e., results) of the tested ones. In our feedback-directed
mechanism, during each round of executing EA, the violated con-
straints are analyzed. The analyzed results are used as feedback
to guide evolutionary operators (i.e., crossover and mutation) for
producing solutions for the next round. Besides, to improve the
efﬁciency of searching, before the execution of an EA, the fea-
ture model is ﬁrst preprocessed via propositional satisﬁability
(SAT) solving to remove the core (or dead) features that must
be selected (or deselected) [9]. We  have shown that we  always
prune more features than the pruning method proposed by Sayyad
et al. [18].
Existing EA-based approaches mainly focus on ﬁnding correct
solutions and IBEA is one of the most powerful approaches that can
obtain solutions with high correctness ratio [20]. However, IBEA
may  produce many duplicated solutions in the evolving population.
To address this issue, in this paper, we extend IBEA with the idea of
differential evolution (DE) for the purpose of ﬁnding more unique
and non-dominated correct solutions. A correct solution is called
non-dominated or Pareto optimal, if none of the objective functions
can be improved in value without degrading any other objective
values.
The key idea of our approach, named IBED (to indicate the
meaning of the combination of IBEA and DE), is to evolve dual
populations with different evolution mechanisms. The ﬁrst pop-
ulation is evolved by using the traditional IBEA operators that
were also used in our previous work [20]. The population focuses
on obtaining enough correct solutions as well as maintaining
population diversity. Meanwhile, the second population is evolved
by using operators extended from the differential evolution (DE).
We choose DE operators to evolve the second population because
these operators have been shown quite effective to maintain pop-
ulation diversity and very efﬁcient to search the optimal solution
[21]. The offspring (i.e., the newly created solutions) generated by
one population are shared with the other population in order to
improve the search efﬁciency. To evaluate our proposed method,
both SPLOT [22] and LVAT [23] repositories are utilized. SPLOT
is a repository of feature models used by many researchers as
a benchmark, and LVAT contains the real-world feature models
which have large feature sizes, including the aforementioned
Linux X86 kernel model that contains 6888 features.
Our main contributions are summarized below.
1. We  introduce IBED – a dual-population evolutionary algorithm.
The basic idea is to combine one IBEA population and one DE
population to achieve both the correct and non-dominated solu-
tions.
2. We  propose the enhancement techniques – the preprocessing
method and the feedback-directed mechanism for existing EAs.
The preprocessing method is used to prune the features and
reduce the problem space. The feedback-directed mechanism
helps to ﬁnd correct solutions. In a feedback-directed EA, solu-
tions are analyzed by their violated constraints. The analysis
result is used as feedback for EA operators to produce offspring
that are more likely to satisfy more constraints.
3. We  use the seeding method proposed by Sayyad et al. [18] to ﬁnd
valid solutions on the feature model Linux X86, which has 6888
features. We  ﬁnd combining IBED with the seeding method sig-
niﬁcantly shortens the search time, compared with the original
seeding method proposed by Sayyad et al. [18].
4. We  evaluate IBED with feature models that are available publicly.
Our IBED is able to ﬁnd more unique and non-dominated solu-
tions than the state-of-the-art algorithm IBEA [19], meanwhile
retaining a comparable correctness rate with IBEA.
Among the claimed contributions, we ﬁrstly extend the work
[20] by introducing the novel IBED and comparing it with IBEA.
Secondly, we present the enhancement techniques, which has been
evaluated for existing EAs in previous work [20], and evaluate how
they can improve IBED. Thirdly, for the scalability, we combine IBED
and the seeding method to ﬁnd correct solutions for the largest
feature model Linux X86. Last, to the best knowledge of ours, for
the SPL problem, it is the ﬁrst attempt to check the diversity via
the dominance relation between the solutions found by two  EAs
(i.e., IBED and IBEA), respectively. Knowing the dominance relation
of found solutions (see Table 6) is more informative than merely
using the common quality indicators such as hypervolume and
spread [10,17,18]. Hence, except the second contribution from [20],
the other three are original contributions of this paper. We  have
published the code and the experimental data for public review1.
Section 2 introduces the background of this work. Section 3
explains the steps of IBED. Section 4 presents the preprocessing
method for feature pruning and the feedback-directed mechanism
in detail. Section 5 provides the evaluation of our approach. Sec-
tion 6.4 reviews the related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes and
outlines future work.
1 The code and data can be downloaded from this link: https://sites.google.com/
site/yinxingxue/home/projects/ibed.
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2. Background
In this section, we provide the background knowledge on SPL,
feature model, and multi-objective optimization problem.
2.1. Software product line
SPLE is feature-oriented software development paradigm, as
SPLE adopts feature-oriented domain analysis for requirements
analysis and builds the architecture for reuse [4,14]. SPLE is a two-
phase approach composed of domain engineering and application
engineering [24]. The task of domain engineering is to build the SPL
architecture consisting of the codebase and the variant features,
while the application engineering focuses on derivation of new
products by different customizations of variant features applied
onto the codebase [25]. The codebase refers to the same code shared
by all the product variants, which is the implementation of the basic
functionality of a software family (a set of similar products) [2].
Variant features, which are different extra functions, are used to
satisfy the needs of various users.
To satisfy the feature constraints and user preferences, it is
impossible to enumerate all product variants and analyze them
individually due to the large search space of feature selection [26].
Hence, automation of processing and veriﬁcation of product con-
ﬁguration (the conﬁguration for feature selection) is a fundamental
problem in SPLE because of its importance and complexity [16].
Exploring an efﬁcient and scalable approach for the optimal fea-
ture selection problem, which helps to reduce the development
costs and shorten the time-to-market of products, is important to
the success of SPLE [18].
2.2. Feature model and product conﬁguration
The concept of feature model in domain engineering is to repre-
sent the features and their relationships [14,27]. Since the proposal
of SPL, feature model has been characterized as “the greatest con-
tribution of domain engineering to software engineering” [28].
A feature model is a tree-like hierarchy of features [1,29,30]. The
structural and semantic relationships between a parent feature (or
compound) and its child features (or sub-features) can be speciﬁed
as [1,29]:
• Alternative – if the parent feature is selected, exactly one among
the exclusive sub-features must be selected.
• Or – if the parent feature is selected, at least one of the sub-
features must be selected.
• Mandatory – a mandatory feature must be selected if its parent is
selected.
• Optional – an optional feature is optional to be selected.
Besides the above structure or parental relationships between
features, cross-tree constraints (CTCs) are also often adopted to
represent the mutual relationship for features across the feature
model. There are three types of common CTCs [29]:
• fa requires fb – the inclusion of feature fa implies the inclusion of
feature fb in the same product.
• fa excludes fb – the inclusion of feature fa implies the exclusion of
feature fb in the same product, and vice versa.
• fa iff fb – the inclusion of feature fa implies the inclusion of feature
fb in the same product, and vice versa.
In Fig. 1, the feature model of a Java Chat System (JCS) is illus-
trated. The root feature of the feature model is Chat, which has
a mandatory sub-feature (i.e., Output) and several optional sub-
features (e.g., Encryption). Since the feature Output is mandatory,
Fig. 1. The feature model of JCS.
exactly one of its sub-features (i.e., GUI, CMD, and GUI2) must be
selected. In addition, if the Encryption feature is selected, at least
one of its sub-features (i.e., Caesar and Reverse) needs to be selected.
There is a CTC for JCS which is of the form fa iff fb – Encryption OR is
selected if and only if Caesar or Reverse is selected.
The feature model listed in Fig. 1 can be represented by the
constraints that are listed in Table 1. The constraints are speci-
ﬁed according to the semantics of feature model. Constraint c(1)
speciﬁes that the root feature must be present, to prevent a trivial
feature model with no selected feature. Constraint c(2) speciﬁes the
mandatory feature Output,  and constraints c(3)–c(7) specify con-
straints on the other ﬁve optional sub-features. The sub-features
of Output are in an Alternative relationship. Constraints c(8)–c(11)
together denote that exactly one of the sub-features must be
selected if Output is selected. Constraint c(8) states that Output is
selected, if and only if at least one of CMD, GUI and GUI2 is selected;
but constraints c(9)–c(11) additionally deﬁne the mutual exclusive-
ness of CMD, GUI and GUI2, that is, at most one of them could be
chosen. The sub-features of Encryption are in Or relationship. The
constraint c(12) denotes if the feature Encryption is selected, then
at least one feature from Caesar and Reverse needs to be selected,
and vice versa. The only CTC of JCS is captured in the constraint
c(13). Constraints c(1)–c(12) are called tree constraints,  since they
are related to the tree structure of the feature model. Hence, given
a feature model M,  we  refer tree constraints and CTCs of the M,  as
the constraints of M.  We  denote the conjunction of constraints of
M as conj(M). We  use Fea(M)  to denote the set of entire features of
the feature model M.  For the JCS example, Fea(JCS) = {Chat, . . . } and
|Fea(JCS)|=12.
Deﬁnition 1 (Valid product conﬁguration).  Given a feature model
M, a valid product conﬁguration (or valid product) for M is a non-





Output ⇔ Chat c(2)
Logging ⇔ Chat c(3)
Authorization ⇔ Chat c(4)
Color ⇔ Chat c(5)
Encryption ⇔ Chat c(6)
Encryption O R ⇔ Chat c(7)
(GUI ∨ CMD ∨ GUI2) ⇔ Output c(8)
¬(GUI ∧ CMD) c(9)
¬(GUI ∧ GUI2) c(10)
¬(CMD ∧ GUI2) c(11)
(Caesar ∨ Reverse) ⇔ Encryption c(12)
Encryption O R ⇔ (Caesar ∨ Reverse) c(13)
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We  write F  M if F ⊆ Fea(M)  is a valid product of the feature
model M.
Consider the feature model JCS as an example, the feature set
{Chat, Output, GUI} (denoted as F) is a valid product of JCS (F  JCS).
FODA [14] already proposed the inclusion of some additional
information of features in feature models. For instance, relation-
ships between features and feature attributes were introduced.
Later, Kang et al. [31] explicitly proposed the concept of extended,
advanced or attributed feature models and referred to feature
attributes as “non-functional” properties. Benavides et al. [32] also
suggested that a feature attribute should consist of a name, a
domain and a value. Extended feature models can also include
complex constraints among feature attributes [9]. In this paper, we
mainly consider feature attributes such as cost, defect and the times
for which the feature has been used (see Section 5.1.4).
2.3. Multi-objective optimization problem
Many real-world problems have multiple objectives that need
to be optimized simultaneously. However, these objectives usually
conﬂict with each other, which prevents optimizing all objectives
simultaneously. A remedy is to have a set of optimal trade-offs
between the conﬂicting objectives.
A k-objective optimization problem could be written in the fol-
lowing form:
Minimize Obj(F) = (Obj1(F), Obj2(F), . . .,  Objk(F))
subject to F  M
(1)
where Obj(F) is a k-dimensional objective vector for F and Obji(F) is
the value of F for the ith objective.
Given F1, F2  M,  F1 can be viewed as better than F2 for the mini-
mization problem in Eq. (1), if Eq. (2) holds.
∀i : Obji(F1) ≤ Obji(F2) ∧ ∃j : Objj(F1) < Objj(F2) (2)
where i, j ∈ {1, . . .,  k}.
In this case, we say that F1 dominates F2. F1 is called a Pareto-
optimal solution if F1 is not dominated by any other F  M.  We  denote
all Pareto-optimal solutions as the Pareto front.
Many evolutionary algorithms (e.g., IBEA [19], NSGA-II [33],
ssNSGA-II [34], MOCell [35]) are proposed to ﬁnd a set of non-
dominated solutions that approximate the Pareto front for solving
the multi-objective optimization problem.
For the optimal feature selection problem, Sayyad used MOEAs
for the ﬁrst time to provide solutions [36]. Our work also addresses
this problem and aims at ﬁnding correct solutions that approximate
the optimal Pareto front via MOEAs. Our goal is to improve the cor-
rectness ratio of solutions found by MOEAs, meanwhile achieving
a good diversity of correct non-dominated solutions.
3. Our dual-population evolutionary algorithm combining
IBEA and DE Operators
This section describes the proposed dual-population EA (i.e.,
IBED) to address the optimal feature selection problem. First, a brief
introduction on EA and IBEA is given. Then, the general framework
of IBED and the implementation of each step of the framework are
presented.
3.1. Preliminaries of evolutionary algorithm
EAs, inspired by the “survival of the ﬁttest” principle of the Dar-
winian theory of natural evolution, are stochastic search methods
based on principles of the biological evolution [37]. By applying the
EA, a problem is encoded into a simple chromosome-like data struc-
ture, and then evolutionary operators (e.g., selection, crossover, and
Fig. 2. The general procedure of EA.
mutation) are applied on these data structures to preserve “the
ﬁttest” information, which is analogous to “survival of the ﬁttest”
in the natural world [37]. EAs often perform well in approximating
solutions, and therefore EAs are typically suitable for the optimiza-
tion problems especially if the search space of the problem is large
and complex [37].
The common procedure of EAs is illustrated in Fig. 2, which
consists of three main steps. The ﬁrst step is to generate an ini-
tial population of chromosomes (labeled as P). Each individual in
the population represents a candidate solution of the problem and
is randomly generated. After the random initial individuals are gen-
erated, their ﬁtness values are evaluated. Then, in the second step,
a speciﬁc selection strategy (e.g., tournament selection) is used to
select chromosomes from P to form a temporary population P′. After
that, the third step applies genetic operators such as crossover and
mutation on P′ to generate a new population P. The ﬁtness values
of individuals in P are also evaluated in this step. The second step
and the third step are repeated until the termination condition is
met. The termination conditions are set speciﬁcally according to
the encountered problems and the preferences of the users. An
example of the termination condition can be that the number of
generations exceeds a predeﬁned upper bound n ∈ Z>0.
IBEA is an EA paradigm for solving multi-objective optimization
problems (MOPs). Unlike traditional MOEAs that use Pareto-based
ﬁtness assignment scheme, in IBEA, a new indicator-based mea-
sure is proposed to assign ﬁtness values of individuals [19]. The
indicator-based ﬁtness assignment scheme can ﬂexibly integrate
preferences of decision maker to search for trade-off solutions.
Speciﬁcally, given a population P, the indicator-based measure of





where  is a scaling factor, and I is a binary quality indicator that
describes the preferences of decision maker. The binary quality
indicator, a function that maps m Pareto set approximations to
a real number, is used to compare the quality of two Pareto set
approximations relatively to each other. The commonly used binary
quality indicator is the −indicator I+ which is deﬁned as:
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Fig. 3. The general procedure of IBEA.
I(A, B) = min

{∀x2 ∈ B, ∃x1 ∈ A :
fi(x1) −  ≤ fi(x2) forı  = {1, . . .,  n}}
(4)
where A and B are two Pareto set approximations, fi is the ith objec-
tive function, and n is the total number of objectives. Let us assume
that the task is to minimize all objective values. Based on the above
indicator-based ﬁtness assignment scheme, the basic procedure of
IBEA is described in Fig. 3. First of all, a random initial population
P is generated. The ﬁtness values of individuals in P are evaluated
by Eq. (3). Then, the selection, population reproduction, and envi-
ronmental selection operations are performed iteratively until the
termination condition (e.g., reaching the maximum generations) is
met. In the selection operation, better individuals in P are selected
to form a temporary mating pool P′. In the population reproduc-
tion operation, genetic operators such as crossover and mutation
are utilized to create a new population newP based on P′. Finally, in
the environmental selection operation, the newP is inserted into P
and ﬁtness values of all individuals in P are evaluated. The worse
individuals are removed from P so as to ensure that the size of P
equals to N.
3.2. The proposed algorithm
IBEA has shown great potential to ﬁnd high quality solutions for
the SPLE problem [10]. However, a major drawback of IBEA is that
it often provides many duplicated non-dominated solutions at the
end of the algorithm. In order to ﬁnd better and more distinct non-
dominated solutions, we  propose an enhanced algorithm, namely
IBED for solving the SPLE problem. The procedure of the proposed
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4. The key idea is to incorporate mul-
tiple genetic operators to evolve dual populations simultaneously.
One population is evolved by IBEA operators, while the other is
evolved by DE operators. In this way, the population diversity can
be maintained, which is useful for ﬁnding more non-dominated
solutions. The implementations of the major steps are described as
follows.
3.2.1. Initialize population
The ﬁrst step is to generate two random populations, namely
population1 and population2. Each population contains N random
chromosomes and each chromosome represents a candidate solu-
tion (i.e., a candidate feature set to be selected). Speciﬁcally, the
selected features of a feature model are encoded using an array-
based chromosome. Given a chromosome of length n, array indices
are numbered from 0 to n − 1. Each feature is assigned with an array
index starting from 0. Each value on the chromosome ranges over
{0, 1}, where 0 and 1 represents the absence and presence of the
feature respectively. Given a feature model M,  we deﬁne a function
fM : Fea(M) → {Z, ⊥} that maps each feature f of the feature model
M to an array index. fM(f1) =⊥ denotes that there is no array index
assigned for the feature f1. Similarly, we  deﬁne fM
−1 : Z → Fea(M)
as a function that maps a given array index to the feature it repre-
sents. In this way, a chromosome can be represented by a vector of
integers:
Xi = [xi,1, xi,2, . . .,  xi,n] (5)
where Xi represents the i-th chromosome in the ﬁrst (or second)
population, and n is the number of features under consideration.
The value of xi,j can be 0 or 1. If xi,j = 1, the jth feature is selected.
Otherwise, the j-th feature is ignored. The value of xi,j is randomly
initialized in the ﬁrst generation.
3.2.2. Update population using IBEA operators
This step updates population1 using the operators of IBEA [20].
Generally, there are three sub-steps to achieve the goal of this
step. In the ﬁrst sub-step, the selection, crossover, and mutation
operators in IBEA are utilized to generate N/2 offspring, where N
is the size of population. Then, in the second sub-step, the off-
spring generated by the IBEA operators and those generated by the
population2 are inserted into population1 to form a new popula-
tion. Note that the size of the new population now may be larger
than N. In the third sub-step, the environmental selection is utilized
Fig. 4. The general procedure of the proposed IBED.
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to remove some individuals in new population (P1). In the envi-
ronmental selection, the ﬁtness values of chromosomes in the new
population are evaluated using the indicator-based approach. Then,
the worse chromosome in P1 are removed one-by-one until the
size of the new population does not exceed N, as done in tradi-
tional IBEA. The revised P1 is then used to replace population1 for
the next generation.
3.2.3. Update population using DE operators
In this step, the DE operators are utilized to update population2.
This step contains four sub-steps:
1. DE mutation: this sub-step aims to perform DE mutations on
each chromosome in population2 to generate a set of mutation
vectors. We  adopt the “DE/current-to-rand/2” mutation scheme
to accomplish this task [38]. The “DE/current-to-rand/2” muta-
tion can be expressed by
Yi = Xr1 + F · (Xr2 − Xr3) + F · (Xr4 − Xr5). (6)
where r1, r2, r3, r4, and r5 are ﬁve distinct random individual
indices, and F is a scaling factor (i.e., a user deﬁned constant
to scale the differential). Since the traditional “DE/current-to-
rand/2” mutation is only applicable to real coded chromosomes,
we adopt the strategy proposed by Zhong et.al. [39] to extend
the ‘DE/current-to-rand/2′′ mutation to integer-coded chromo-
somes. Speciﬁcally, for each element (xi,j) of the i-th parent
chromosome, a mutation probability is calculated by:
ϕ = F · (xr1,j, xr2,j)) + F · (xr3,j, xr4,j))
− F · (xr1,j, xr2,j)) ∗ F · (xr3,j, xr4,j)) (7)
where (a, b) is deﬁned as
 (a, b) =
{
1, if a /= b
0, otherwise
(8)
The element xi,j has a probability of ϕ to be mutated to a new
value. When a mutation is required, the new value to assign xi,j
is randomly selected from {0, 1}. Otherwise, its value is set equal
to xr1,j.
In order to improve the probability of generating valid solu-
tions, we adopt a tournament selection (with tournament size =
T) to select i and r1, so that correct solutions (i.e., those where no
constraint is violated) is more likely to be selected. Tournament
selection means executing several tournaments among a few
individuals (or chromosomes) chosen at random from the popu-
lation. The rationale is that partial product conﬁgurations of the
correct solutions should be more likely to build new correct solu-
tions. In addition, to improve the robustness of the algorithm, the
values of F is randomly set by:
F = rand(0, 1) (9)
where rand(a, b) returns a random value uniformly distributed
within [a, b].
2. DE crossover: in this sub-step, each selected parent chromo-




yi,j, if rand(0,  1) < CR or j = k
xi,j, otherwise
(10)
where CR is the crossover rate, k is a random integer between 1
and n, ui,j, yi,j and xi,j are the j-th variables of Ui, Yi and Xi respec-
tively. Similar to F, the value of CR is set to be rand(0, 1) for the
purpose of the robustness of the algorithm.
3. DE selection: this step adopts the one-to-one selection strategy
in DE to insert newly created trial vectors into population2. Then,
for each Xi in population2, if Xi is dominated by Ui, Xi is replaced
by Ui. Otherwise, if Xi and Ui are non-dominated with each other,
then Ui is inserted into population2. The offspring generated by
the ﬁrst population are also inserted into population2.
4. Environmental selection: the goal of this sub-step is to remove
some worse individuals in population2 to form a new population2
for the next generation. Firstly, the ﬁtness values of all individ-
uals in population2 are evaluated by the Eq. (3). Then the worse
chromosome in population2 are removed one-by-one until the
size of population2 does not exceed N, as done in traditional IBEA.
The population1 and population2 are updated iteratively by using
the operators of IBEA and DE until the termination condition is
met. When the termination condition is met, the two populations
are joint to form a temporary population. Then, the environmen-
tal selection is performed on the temporary population to select N
best individuals as the ﬁnal approximation Pareto optimal solutions
(i.e., the alternative trade-off solutions). It should be noted that DE
is a popular and powerful EA for global optimization. The opera-
tors of DE have been shown quite effective to maintain population
diversity and ﬁnd global (or near global) optimal solutions [21].
Meanwhile, the operators of IBEA have been shown to be capable
of generating high-quality correct solutions [10]. In the proposed
algorithm, both the operators of DE and IBEA are integrated to gen-
erate offspring simultaneously – in such a way, we hope to improve
the population diversity and meanwhile obtain more correct solu-
tions.
4. Enhancement techniques for EAs
In this section, we propose two enhancement techniques for
existing MOEAs to address the optimal feature selection problem.
First, we introduce a preprocessing method to ﬁlter out prunable
features before the execution of an EA, in order to reduce the search
space. Second, we illustrate feedback-directed evolutionary opera-
tors that are used in this work to guide an EA for the optimal feature
selection.
Algorithm 2. PrunableFeatures
4.1. Preprocessing of feature model
In the following, we  introduce the features that could be pruned
from Fea(M)  before the execution of an EA. With the pruning of
features, the search space of the EA would be reduced, which could
make the optimal feature selection more efﬁcient.
Our approach of preprocessing is by exploiting the core features
and dead features [9] of the products. It is observed that some fea-
tures must be present in all products derived from M.  For example,
the feature set {Chat, Output} is shared by all derived products,
and we  call these features as core features. Similarly, we call the
set of features that must not be used in all derived products as
dead features. Dead features do not exist in JCS but they are com-
mon  in feature models of real systems (e.g., Linux X86 kernel and
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eCos operating system). Henceforth, we denote core features and
dead features as Fc and Fd respectively, where Fc, Fd ⊆ Fea(M),  and
Fc ∩ Fd =∅. The preprocessed features that are passed to the execu-
tion of EAs are Fea(M)  \ (Fc ∪ Fd), and we denote Fc ∪ Fd as prunable
features, the union of core features and dead features.
The function PrunableFeatures (Algorithm 2) is used to ﬁnd core
and dead features. Recall that conj(M)  represents the conjunction
of all tree constraints and CTCs of feature model M,  and SAT is a
function that is used at line 4 and 6 in Algorithm 2 to check the
satisﬁability of the constraints. Note that SAT function is readily
provided by many off-the-shelf SAT solvers (e.g., SAT4J [40]). We
assume that conj(M) is satisﬁable (i.e., there is at least a valid prod-
uct from Fea(M)). If conj(M) ∧ ¬ f is unsatisﬁable (line 4), it implies
that feature f must exist in all derived products of M.  Therefore, fea-
ture f is added to the set of core features Fc (line 5). The detection
of dead features Fd at line 6 and 7 is similar.
As an example, we show how a feature set on the JCS is encoded.
Note that features Chat and Output have been pruned by the prepro-
cessing algorithm in Algorithm 2. Therefore, they are not contained
in the chromosome (i.e., fM(Chat) = fM(Output) = ⊥). The features are
indexed level by level, and their indexes have been listed in Fig. 5
(e.g., fM(Logging) = 0). The chromosome in Fig. 5 represents the fea-
ture set {Encryption, GUI, Caesar,  Reverse}.
4.2. Feedback-directed evolutionary operators
The violated constraints of a chromosome Ci provide an impor-
tant hint on which features Ci need to be modiﬁed. If we focus
on these features, we may  converge faster on the optimal feature
selection.
We incorporate this feedback into the crossover and mutation
operations, which are the main evolutionary operators common for
almost all EAs. The feedback-directed crossover and mutation oper-
ators provide an effective guidance for EAs to perform the optimal
feature selection.
4.2.1. Feedback-directed mutation
The objective of mutation operator is to change some values in
a selected chromosome leading to additional genetic diversity to
help the search process escape from local optimal traps. In detail,
we introduce how the feedback-directed mutation operator works.
Before the mutation, the feedback-directed mutation analyzes the
violated constraints on the selected chromosome. We  denote the
corresponding positions on the chromosomes for the features that
are contained in the violated constraints as error positions.
We illustrate the feedback-directed mutation operator using the
JCS example shown in Fig. 5. Given the values of the chromosome
as shown in Fig. 5, we  can easily check that it violates the con-
straint c(13). The constraint c(13) contains three features, which
are Encryption O R, Caesar,  and Reverse. The corresponding array
positions of these three features are shaded on the chromosome in
Fig. 5. These shaded positions are the error positions.
Algorithm 3. FMutation
The algorithm FMutation for feedback-directed mutation is
given in Algorithm 3. An offspring chromosome C is initialized with
values in the chromosome P (line 1), and n ∈ Z is initialized with the
length of the chromosome P (line 2). At line 3, Err ∈ P(Z) is assigned
with the set of integers that is returned from ErrPos(C). The set of
integers returned by ErrPos(C) represents the error positions on the
chromosome C. Each position on the chromosome is iterated (line
4). The function rand(a, b) (or randInt(a, b)), with a > b, chooses a
real (or integer) number between numbers a and b. At line 5, if the
current position i is an error position, and the random number is
less than the error mutation probability Pemut, then the value in the
position i on the chromosome is mutated by randomly choosing an
integer between 0 and 1 (line 7). Otherwise, if the position is not
an error position and the random number is less than Pmut (line 6),
then the value in the position i is mutated. Note that the probability
Pemut should be set with a value that is far larger than Pmut, so that
the mutation occurs more frequently on error positions. For Pemut
and Pmut, example values could be 1.0 and 0.0000001. Note that we
set Pmut lower than classic mutation probability (e.g. 0.001–0.05
[41]). This is because lower Pmut with higher Pemut would lead to
faster convergence, since it allows faster correction of constraint
violations by minimizing the changes of non-error positions and
focusing on the changes of error positions. This is demonstrated in
Section 5.3.
Algorithm 4. ErrPos
We now introduce the ErrPos function that is referenced in
Algorithm 3 and deﬁned in Algorithm 4. At line 1, ePos is initialized
with an empty set. At line 2, variable n is initialized with the length
of chromosome C. The valuation function  : Fea(M)  → {true, false}
(line 3) maps each feature f of the feature model M to a Boolean
value that denotes whether the corresponding feature is selected
or not. The mappings in  are populated according to the values
on the chromosome (line 5). Subsequently, core and dead features
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are added to the mappings in  with values true and false respec-
tively (lines 7 and 13). The reason is that core (or dead) features
must (or must not) belong to any valid product of feature model M
as explained in Section 4.1. At line 8, T represents the constraints
(including tree constraints and CTCs) of feature model M,  and each
constraint t ∈ T are iterated for operations in lines 9 and 10. At line
9,    t holds if replacing each feature f contained in the constraint
t with (f) evaluates to false. In other words,    t means that the
selection represented by chromosome C violates the constraint t. In
this case, the function getFeatures(t) is used to get the features that
are contained in the constraint t (line 10). For example, given the
constraint c(13) in Table 1 for JCS as an input, the function getFea-
tures returns {4, 8, 9}. These array indexes that represent the error
positions are included in ePos.
4.2.2. Feedback-directed crossover
The crossover operation is used to generate a new chromo-
some by exchanging values in a pair of chromosomes chosen from
the population. It happens with a crossover probability Pcross. The
feedback-directed crossover operator uses values in the non-error
positions to crossover. The objective for using values from non-
error positions is to pass the “good genes” to the offspring.
We demonstrate the feedback-directed crossover operator,
using the JCS example shown in Fig. 6. Suppose the chromosomes
P1 and P2 have violated constraints c(13) and c(8) respectively.
The offspring chromosome C1 is ﬁrst initialized as the same val-
ues with the chromosome P1. The values from non-error positions
of the chromosome P2 are copied to the chromosome C1 (shown by
the arrows). This results in the chromosome C1. The production of
the chromosome C2 (not shown in the graph) is symmetric to the
production of the chromosome C1.
The algorithm FCrossover from the feedback-directed crossover
operator is given in Algorithm 5. The chromosomes C1 and C2 are
initialized with the values from chromosomes P1 and P2 respec-
tively (lines 1 and 2). Variable n is initialized with the length of
chromosome P1 (line 3). If the generated random number is smaller
than the crossover probability Pcross (line 4), then it performs the
crossover operation. First, the operation veriﬁes whether there
exists any error position in chromosomes P1 and P2, by checking
whether the size of their error positions is greater than 0 (line 5).
If so, then the feedback-directed crossover is performed. The algo-
rithm iterates through the chromosome (line 6). It copies only the
values of non-error positions from chromosome P1 to the same
positions in chromosome C2 (lines 7 and 8). Similarly, the values
of non-error positions from chromosome P2 are copied to chromo-
some C1 (lines 9 and 10).
Otherwise, if both chromosomes P1 and P2 do not have any error
position, the classic single point crossover operator is applied. First,
an array index, crossIndex ∈ {0, . . .,  n − 1}, is randomly selected.
Subsequently, all values starting from the position crossIndex are
copied from chromosome P2 (or P1) to chromosome C1 (or C2) (lines
12–15).
4.2.3. Complexity of algorithms
In this subsection, we analyze the complexity of algorithms. For
Algorithm 2, the complexity is O(N · k), where N is the number of
features in Fea(M)  and k represents the overhead of SAT solver
for solving the constraints at line 4 and 6. For Algorithm 3 and
Algorithm 5, the complexities are both O(|  # 1|C), where | # 1|C is
the length of a chromosome C. For Algorithm 4, the complexity
is O(|  # 1|T · F), where | # 1|T is the number of constraints of a fea-
ture model M,  and F is the maximum number of features used in a
constraint t ∈ T. In JCS, F = 4, which is from constraint c(8).
Algorithm 5. FCrossover
5. Evaluation
We  conduct experiments to evaluate IBED and also the effective-
ness of the enhancement techniques for different EAs (including
IBED). Speciﬁcally, we aim to answer the following research ques-
tions (RQs):
RQ1. Is IBED comparable with the best EA algorithm for this prob-
lem, namely IBEA, in terms of the correctness of the solutions?
RQ2. What is the runtime of IBED compared to the existing state-
of-the-art EAs?
RQ3. Can IBED ﬁnd more non-dominated solutions than IBEA?
RQ4. How do the enhancement techniques improve on the exist-
ing state-of-the-art EAs in terms of the correctness and the
runtime?
RQ5. Can the enhancement techniques be generalized to different
EAs?
RQ6. How scalable are IBED and the enhancement techniques in
terms of the size of feature model?
Note that RQ1 to RQ3 examine IBED in terms of correctness,
performance and diversity, respectively. RQ4 examines the use-
fulness of the enhancement techniques on improving correctness
and performance of EAs. RQ5 examines the generality of apply-
ing the enhancement techniques on different EAs. RQ6  examines
the scalability of IBED (enhanced by our preprocessing method
and feedback-directed mechanism) with the large-size academic
feature model and industrial models.
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Table  2
Brief overview of the tested EAs.
Algorithm Population Operators Criteria for domination Objective of the criteria
IBED Main and archive for DE; main
and archive for IBEA
DE mutation, DE crossover, DE
selection, crossover, mutation,
environmental selection
The amount of domination is
calculated based on quality indicator
Suitable for user preferences
and absolute domination
IBEA  Main and archive Crossover, mutation,
environmental selection
Suitable for user preferences
NSGA-II Main Crossover, mutation,
tournament selection
Distances to closest point of each
objective are calculated; suitable for
the point with greater distance from
other objectives
Suitable for more spread out
solutions and absolute
domination
ssNSGA-II Similar to NSGA, with the
exception that only one new
individual inserted into
population at a time
MOCell Main and archive Crossover, mutation,
tournament selection, random
feedback
Similar to NSGA, a ranking and a
crowding distance estimator is used,
but bigger distance values are favored
5.1. Implementation and experimental setup
To conduct a fair comparison between different EAs, we use
the existing EAs from the same third party library, jMetal [42]. For
IBED, we also implement it in the same way as other EAs in jMetal.
In Section 5.1.2, we introduce the quality indicators to evaluate
EAs. From Sections 5.1.3–5.1.5, we introduce the six feature mod-
els, their feature attributes, and the multiple objective functions
for the optimal feature selection problem. Last, in Sections 5.1.6
and 5.1.7, we explain the conﬁgurations of EAs and the parameters
they used.
The experiments were conducted on an Intel Core I7 4600U CPU
with 8 GB RAM, running on Windows 7.
5.1.1. Implementation of EAs
We have implemented our approach based on jMetal [42],
which is a Java-based open source framework that supports multi-
objective optimization with EAs. Sayyad et al. [10,17] have made
an extensive experiment to test how different EAs implemented in
jMetal could contribute to the optimal feature selection. In addition
to those existing EAs [10], we also implement our IBED and eval-
uate it with the enhancement techniques (i.e., the preprocessing
step and feedback-directed mechanism).
1. IBED: our dual-population evolutionary algorithm combining
IBEA and DE operators
2. IBEA: indicator-based evolutionary algorithm [19]
3. NSGA-II: non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm [33]
4. ssNSGA-II:  steady-state NSGA-II [34]
5. MOCell: A cellular genetic algorithm for multi-objective opti-
mization [35]
A brief overview of these EAs is provided in Table 2. For each
EA, we list the used population strategy, operators, its criteria for
domination (to check non-dominated solutions) and its suitable
objectives. As reported in previous work [43], IBEA is an indicator-
based method, but NGSA-II, ssNSGA-II and MOCell are Pareto-based
ones. In indicator-based methods, binary performance metrics that
map  an ordered pair of individuals to a scalar value are suggested
as indicator functions [43]. The indicator values returned by the
indicator functions are then used as the selection criteria in the
environmental selection operation. In contrast, Pareto-based meth-
ods use certain selection strategies (e.g., tournament selection)
that are mainly based on the qualitative information of Pareto-
dominance. In Table 2, IBED adopts both criteria owing to the
dual-population design.
5.1.2. Quality indicators
To measure the quality of Pareto front, we make use of two
indicators: (a) hypervolume [44], (b) percentage of correctness [33].
a) Hypervolume (HV): hypervolume of the solution set S = (x1, . . .,
xn) is the volume of the region that is dominated by S in the objec-
tive space. In jMetal,  although all objectives are minimized, but
the Pareto front is inverted before the hypervolume is calcu-
lated. Therefore, the preferred Pareto front would be with the
most hypervolume.
b) Percentage of correctness (%Correct):  there might be solutions that
violate some constraints in the Pareto front, since the correct-
ness is an optimization objective that evolves over time. Correct
solutions (i.e., valid product conﬁgurations from deﬁnition 1)
are more useful to the user. Therefore, we are interested in the
percentage of solutions that are correct in the Pareto front.
5.1.3. Feature models used for evaluation
The details of feature models used in the experiment are
summarized in Table 3, with the repository information (Repo.),
feature model name (Model), number of features (Fea.), number of
constraints (Cons.), number of prunable features with the prepro-
cessing method in Algorithm 2 (Fp), number of prunable features
with the preprocessing method in [18] (F ′p), and literatures (Ref.)
associated with each feature model.
JCS feature model, which we have used throughout this paper,
has been included in SPLOT feature model repository [22] – a bench-
mark used by many researchers. Two  feature models, Web  Portal
and E-Shop, are also from SPLOT. The Web  Portal feature model
captures the various conﬁguration options for a Web  portal sys-
tem. The E-Shop model, which is one of the largest feature models
in SPLOT, describes the functions of an online B2C system that sells
ﬁxed-price products. These two  models are chosen to facilitate the
comparison with the algorithm proposed by [10]. In addition, to fur-
ther evaluate the scalability of our methods, we  make use of feature
models from the Linux variability analysis tools (LVAT) repository
Table 3
Feature models used for evaluation.
Repo. Model Fea. Cons. Fp F ′p Ref.
SPLOT
JCS 12 13 2 – [20]
Web  Portal 43 36 4 – [45]
E-Shopa 290 186 28 – [30]
LVAT
eCos 1244 3146 54 19 [15,30]
uClinux 1850 2468 1244 1244 [46]
Linux X86 6888 343944 156 94 [15]
a The full name of “E-Shop” on SPLOT is “Electronic Shopping”.
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[23]. The models in LVAT were reversed-engineered by making use
of source code, comments and documentations of big projects such
as Linux kernel and eCos operating system. Compared to the feature
models in SPLOT, the feature models in LVAT contain a signiﬁcantly
larger number of features and constraints, and have higher branch-
ing factors, but they have lower ratios of feature groups, and hence
shallower tree structures in general.
As shown in Table 3, Fp always contains the same number or
more features than F ′p – this shows that our preprocessing method
with Algorithm 2 has found more prunable features than the
method proposed by Sayyad et al. [18]. Their preprocessing method
is based on static analysis. In particular, they detect always true dis-
junctions (rules) with only one feature, which means the feature is
either a core feature or a dead feature. In addition, they investigate
the disjunctions (rules) that include two features, if one of them is
prunable in the ﬁrst round, and the other one could be prunable as
well. Hence, our method based on SAT solving could detect all fea-
tures that could be found by their preprocessing method [18], and it
shows that the number of features preprocessed by our method (Fp)
is always higher or equal than that preprocessed by their method
(F ′p).
5.1.4. Feature attributes
Each feature in the feature models has the following attributes,
which are the same as the attributes used by Sayyad et al. [10]:
1. Cost ∈ R, records the costs of selecting the feature. For each
feature, the Cost value is assigned with a real number that is
normally distributed between 5.0 and 15.0.
2. Used Before ∈ {true, false}, indicates whether this feature was
used before. The value of Used Before is true if the feature has
been used before, otherwise it is false. For each feature, the
Used Before value is assigned with a Boolean value that is dis-
tributed uniformly.
3. Defects ∈ Z,  records the number of defects known in the feature.
For each feature, the Defects value is assigned with an integer
number that is normally distributed between 0 and 10. However,
if the feature has not been used before, the Defects value is set to
0.
5.1.5. Objective functions
We introduce the ﬁve optimization objectives that we use in the
experiments. Since jMetal requires minimization of the objectives,
all objectives listed here are objectives to be minimized.
Obj1. Correctness: minimize the number of violated constraints of
the feature model.
Obj2. Richness of features: minimize the number of features that are
not selected.
Obj3. Cost: minimize the total cost.
Obj4. Feature used before: minimize the number of features that
have not been used before.
Obj5. Defects: minimize the number of known defects.
We specify correctness as an objective, rather than a constraint.
The reason is that this allows EA to gradually guide the search
toward solutions that contain fewer violated constraints, which
eventually leads to correct solutions (i.e., valid product conﬁgura-
tions). Furthermore, some objectives are conﬂicting, e.g., Obj2 and
Obj3, because a larger number of features would imply a higher
cost, but meanwhile the cost needs to be minimized.
5.1.6. Conﬁgurations of EAs
Given an EA (including our IBED), we introduce the conﬁgura-
tions for comparison. Note that we refer to the guided (or unguided)
version of the EA as the EA with (or without) the feedback-directed
mechanism.
1. F+P: this is the EA that makes use of feedback-directed crossover
and mutation (Section 4.2), and our preprocessing method (Sec-
tion 4.1).
2. U+P: the unguided version of EA with preprocessing (Section 4.1)
applied before the execution of the EA. We  have shown that, our
method has found more prunable features than the preprocess-
ing method used by [18] (see Section 5.1.3). Thus, U + P can be
seen as an improved version of the method used by [18] with
results in a smaller search space.
3. U: the unguided version of EA without preprocessing, which is
used by [10,17].
5.1.7. Parameter settings
For U, the same EA used by [17], single-point crossover and
bit-ﬂip mutation are used as crossover and mutation operators,
with crossover and mutation probabilities set to 0.1 and 0.01
respectively (the default setting used in [17]). Bit-ﬂip mutation
means random negation of a bit position within the chromosomes
of an individual in the case of binary encoding. These operators
and probabilities also apply to U + P. For F + P, the feedback-
directed crossover (Algorithm 5) and feedback-directed mutation
(Algorithm 3) operators are used. The error mutation probability
Pemut, mutation probability Pmut, and crossover probability Pcross are
set to 1.0, 0.0000001, and 0.1 respectively. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.2.1, Pmut is set to 0.0000001 in order to retain the non-error
positions of the chromosome, while Pemut is set to 1.0 to change the
error positions. In Table 4, we test conﬁgurations F + P, U + P and U
of each EA with the above parameter values. In Table 5, to prove
the effectiveness of a small value of Pmut (i.e., 0.0000001), we test
another conﬁguration F′ + P, which is the same as F + P but with the
mutation probability Pmut is set to 0.01.
For all the EAs, the population size is set to 100. As our IBED
adopts a design of dual-population in Section 3.2, each of these
two populations (i.e., one evolved by IBEA operators and the other
one evolved by DE operators) has 50 instances. All other parameter
settings for each EA are default settings of jMetal (e.g., population
size is set to 100), and therefore are omitted here.
For SPLOT case study, we make use of 25,000 evaluations using
ﬁve EAs (IBED, IBEA, NSGAII, ssNSGAII, and MoCell). For the larger
LVAT case study, we make use of 100000 evaluations for IBED and
IBEA. For both case studies, we  generate 10 sets of attributes. For
each set of attributes, we  run each EA repeatedly for 30 times, and
report the median values of the metrics. The evaluation results for
SPLOT and LVAT are reported in Tables 4 and 5. They are detailed
in Section 5.2 and 5.3.
As pointed by Sayyad et al. [18], IBEA (similarly for IBED) takes
ﬁve times longer than NSGAII to perform the same number of eval-
uations. For a fair comparison, they found that giving NSGAII more
time to evolve more generations did not help it to achieve signif-
icant better %Correct and HV.  We  also try 100000 evaluations for
NSGAII on SPLOT models, but the results comply with the observa-
tion from Sayyad et al. [18].
We make use of Mann–Whitney U-test [47] to test the statistical
signiﬁcance of %Correct, Time(s), HV indicators. We highlight the
corresponding indicators in bold for F + P, if the conﬁdence level
exceeds 95% when F + P is better than U + P (i.e., the lower value for
Time(s), and the higher value for %Correct and HV).
5.2. Evaluation with SPLOT
Table 4 shows the results with SPLOT case study, where Time(s),
HV, and %Correct represent execution time in seconds, hypervolume
and percentage of correct solutions in the Pareto front. Table 6 also
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Table  4
Evaluation of the ﬁve EAs with/without the feedback-directed mechanism and the preprocessing method on SPLOT.
Model Measure IBED IBEA NSGAII ssNSGAII MOCell
F+P U+P U F+P U+P U F+P U+P U F+P U+P U F+P U+P U
E-Shop
Time(s) 6.7 7 7.5 7 6.4 7.4 1.9 2.2 2.5 15.2 16.9 17.5 2.8 4 4.5
HV  0.3 0.28 0.21 0.3 0.18 0.19 0.26 0.2 0.17 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.19 0.22
%Correct 99 87 11 100 0 0 12 0 0 15 0 0 14 0 0
Web  Portal
Time(s) 5.6 5.7 6 5.7 4.6 4.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 8.3 8.3 8.2 1 1.8 1.9
HV  0.31 0.31 0.27 0.32 0.2 0.23 0.3 0.24 0.21 0.3 0.21 0.24 0.31 0.21 0.22
%Correct 97 98 82 100 1 0 28 0 0 20 1 0 41 0 0
JCS
Time(s) 5.1 5.2 5.3 4.7 4.3 4.7 0.3 0.3 0.3 7.3 6.8 6.9 0.3 0.4 0.6
HV  0.28 0.28 0.24 0.29 0.3 0.28 0.3 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.33 0.31 0.3
%Correct 85 85 64 86 78 54 27 22 16 31 24 14 34 21 18
shows the number of non-dominated solutions found by IBED and
IBEA for two sets of feature attribute values.
5.2.1. Answer to RQ1
RQ1 examines the effectiveness of IBED in terms of percentage
of correct solutions. We  notice that the IBED and IBEA have sig-
niﬁcantly outperformed other EAs in terms of %Correct, regardless
of enhancement techniques or parameter settings. This conforms
to the observation reported by Sayyad et al. [10]. According to
their explanation [10], the reason is that all EAs used in this case
study (other than IBEA and IBED) use diversity-based selection
criteria, which favor higher distances between solutions. Thus, non-
indicator based EAs tend to remove solutions crowded toward the
zero-violation point, achieving the lower value for %Correct.
IBED strikes a balance between correctness and diversity of
solutions, as it is a combination of indicator-based method and
diversity-based selection criteria. In Table 4, we  denote the three
conﬁgurations of an EA (i.e., the guided version with preprocessing,
the unguided version with preprocessing and the unguided ver-
sion without preprocessing) as F + P, U + P and U (see Section 5.1.6),
respectively. The results show that IBED U (i.e., the unguided ver-
sion of IBED without preprocessing) outperforms IBEA U in terms
of %Correct on the three models from SPLOT. For the U + P conﬁgu-
ration (i.e., the unguided version with preprocessing), IBED is also
much better than IBEA in terms of %Correct, especially for the two
large models Web  Portal and E-Shop.
However, if we consider both preprocessing and the feedback
directed mechanisms, IBEA F + P (i.e., the guided version of IBEA
with preprocessing) achieves the best correctness rate among all
the conﬁguration of all EAs. The correctness rate of IBED F + P is less
than IBEA F + P (5% on average), and its HV is less than IBEA F + P
(0.01 on average).
To summarize, IBED U is signiﬁcantly better than IBEA U in terms
of %Correct and HV. With preprocessing and the feedback-directed
mechanism, IBED F + P is almost close to IBEA F + P in terms of
%Correct and HV. We  attribute the high correctness rate of IBED
to the design of adopting one sub-population evolved by IBEA
operators (see Section 5.1.7). Despite IBED (a sub-population
evolved by IBEA operators) is slightly worse than IBEA (the whole
population evolved by IBEA operators) for correctness, more
non-dominated solutions are found due to the diversity of the
DE sub-population. Thus, the beneﬁt in diversity is proved to be
worthy of the compromise at correctness (see Section 5.2.3).
5.2.2. Answer to RQ2
RQ2 examines the efﬁciency of IBED, compared with other EAs.
Among all the EAs, although NSGAII and MOCell are extremely fast
(less than 30% of runtime of the IBEA), they produce many invalid
solutions, resulting in low correctness ratio. We mainly consider
the runtime of IBEA as the benchmark to test the performance of
IBED on SPLOT.
U + P and U conﬁgurations: For these unguided conﬁgurations U
and U + P, IBED takes more runtime than the corresponding conﬁgu-
ration of IBEA. This reason is that IBED performs two environmental
selection processes, which require iteratively calculating the ﬁtness
values (i.e., the indicators calculated in Eq. (3) in Section 3.1).
F + P conﬁguration: on the small-size model JCS, IBED is less efﬁ-
cient than IBEA, taking 8% more time. On the medium-size model
Web  Portal,  these two EAs are quite close in performance. We
attribute this to the reason of the two  environmental selection pro-
cesses. On the large-size model E-Shop, IBED takes less time (5%
less) than IBEA. The rationale is that IBED adopts DE operators that
performs well with a small population size on the problem with
a large solution space. For the larger solution space, DE may  con-
verge faster than IBEA. Hence, we conclude that IBED is more stable
and more tolerant to the impact of feature model size, showing the
similar runtime for different SPLOT models. Finally, IBED may  be
Table 5
Evaluation IBED and IBEA with/without the feedback-directed mechanism and the preprocessing method on LVAT.
Model Measure IBED IBEA
F+P F’+P U+P F+P F’+P U+P
eCos
Time (s) 47.5 58.2 58.1 35.6 51.3 58.6
HV  0.24 0.22 0.21 0.24 0.21 0.18
%Correct 89 17.9 6.0 91 61 0.0
uClinux
Time  (s) 45 44.8 41.9 50.7 43.9 47
HV  0.3 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.29 0.28
%Correct 100 98 100 100 100 0.0
Linux  X86
Time (s) 2713 2808 15457a 2613 3277 12804b
HV 0.21 0.21 0.2 0.2 0.22 0.18
%Correct 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
a For Linux X86, the jMetal conﬁguration of IBED U + P that uses cached results throws runtime exceptions of memory limit with 4G memory for JVM. We have to disable
cache  for IBED U + P, and it greatly increases the time.
b Due to the memory limit exception, we have to disable cache to avoid the exception for IBEA U + P.
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Table  6
Non-dominated solutions found by IBED F+P (A) and IBEA F+P (B) on SPLOT and LVAT.
Model A %Correct B %Correct A Time (s) B Time (s) A HV B HV |A| |B| |A ∩ B| |NA ∪ NB| |NA| |NB|
JCS 1 92.4 92.9 5.0 3.5 0.30 0.30 19 21 19 21 19 21
JCS  2 66.9 68.4 5.8 4.3 0.23 0.23 12 16 12 12 12 12
Web  Portal 1 99.2 100.0 5.7 5.4 0.31 0.29 272 508 20 213 141 77
Web  Portal 2 99.5 100.0 5.6 5.8 0.28 0.28 273 414 23 262 148 129
E-shop 1 99.1 100.0 6.8 7.8 0.29 0.29 1491 1355 0 873 713 160
E-shop 2 98.7 99.9 6.7 9.1 0.30 0.30 1441 1378 0 930 829 101
eCos  1 87.6 92.3 48.2 33.9 0.25 0.25 1306 1533 0 1514 742 772
eCos  2 88.8 92.6 47.9 32.8 0.25 0.25 1337 1621 0 1520 669 851
uClinux 1 100.0 100.0 44.9 54.8 0.30 0.30 1929 1511 0 968 894 74
uClinux 2 100.0 100.0 45.6 53.7 0.30 0.30 1875 1620 0 1074 875 199
less efﬁcient than IBEA due to the two extra selection processes,
otherwise it may  converge faster in some cases.
5.2.3. Answer to RQ3
To evaluate the diversity of found correct solutions (RQ3), we
compare IBED with the best conﬁguration of IBEA on the same sets
of feature attribute values. For each feature model, we  randomly
generate two sets of feature attribute values, on which both the
conﬁguration F + P of IBED and IBEA are applied. For each set of
feature attribute values, we execute 30 times and record the results
in Table 6. For simplicity, we denote the results of IBED F + P as A and
results of IBEA F + P as B. We  also record the mean correctness rate,
time and hypervolume of 30 executions of IBED F + P (or IBEA F + P)
in column A %Correct, A Time(s) and A HV (or in column B %Correct,
B Time(s) and B HV).
To evaluate the searching capability of IBED and IBEA in diver-
sity, we compare them based on the union of found non-dominated
solutions of 30 executions. We  record the correct solutions found
by IBED in column |A|, and those by IBEA in column |B|. Column
|A ∩ B| shows the number of correct solutions commonly found by
IBED and IBEA, while column |NA ∪ NB| lists the number of non-
dominated solution existing in all solutions found by both EAs. We
also list the number of non-dominated solutions found by IBED (or
IBEA) in column |NA| (or column |NB|).
Results on JCS: IBED is more suitable for the problem with
large search space. For the small model, IBED and IBEA show
the similarity capability in searching for non-dominated solutions.
As model JCS has a small number of features, the corresponding
solution space is also small. For the ﬁrst set of feature attribute
values, only 19 and 21 correct solutions are found by IBED and
IBEA, respectively. The solutions found by IBED are all found by
IBEA, as |A ∩ B| = 19. Due to |NA ∪ NB| = 21, all these solutions are
non-dominated. Thus, for the ﬁrst value set, IBEA ﬁnds 2 more non-
dominated ones. For the second value set, although IBEA ﬁnds 4
more correct solutions than IBED (12 solutions), these 4 solutions
are dominated by others. Hence, for the second value set, IBED ﬁnds
the same non-dominated solutions as IBEA.
Results on Web  Portal and E-Shop: as the size of feature model
increases, IBED can ﬁnd more non-dominated solutions. As the
solution space Web  Portal is not as small as that of JCS, IBED and IBEA
share less commonly found solutions (see |A ∩ B|). Although IBEA
ﬁnds more correct solutions (508 and 414 for two  sets of feature
attribute values), most of them are dominated by other solutions,
especially those that IBED ﬁnds. On E-Shop,  as the feature size is
290, the solution space can be very big. Two EAs share no common
correct solutions, and they all report a similar number of correct
solutions (1355–1491) after 30 executions. However, it is surpris-
ing to see that most of solutions (about 90%) found by IBEA are
dominated by the ones found by IBED. These results indicate that
DE operators can work more effectively than the traditional GA
operators at ﬁnding high-quality non-dominated solutions in the
E-Shop case.
5.2.4. Answer to RQ4
RQ4 examines the effectiveness of the two  enhancement tech-
niques (i.e., the preprocessing method and the feedback-directed
mechanism).
Enhancement and correctness rate: in Table 4, we  notice that for
each EA, the conﬁguration U + P outperforms the conﬁguration U
on the percentage of correctness. This is because the preprocessing
method has ﬁltered away the prunable features, which makes the
search space smaller. Hence, the preprocessing method makes EAs
more effective for optimal feature selection. We also observe that
F + P outperforms U + P constantly on the percentage of correctness.
This is attributed to the feedback-directed crossover and muta-
tion, which have effectively guided EAs to explore more promising
region of the solution space for locating the optimal feature selec-
tion. The average improvement for the conﬁguration F + P over U + P
is summarized in Table 7, where the values are calculated by sum-
ming up the differences of %Correct between F + P and U + P for all
tested EAs, and divided by three (the number of test cases). Posi-
tive values mean improvements, while negative values mean the
opposite. This has proven that the feedback-directed mechanism
provides an improvement on the percentage of correctness for all
case studies using different EAs, especially for IBEA it increases
%Correct by 69%.
Enhancement and runtime: as can be seen from Table 4, the run-
time of conﬁgurations F + P, U + P, and U are comparable. There is not
a conﬁguration that has a clear advantage over the others in terms
of the runtime. The reason is that all conﬁgurations go through the
same number of evaluations. One concern of using optimization is
that the conﬁguration F + P requires an extra calculation of the error
position using Algorithm 4. In fact, when checking the validity of
solutions in each generation, the constraints also need to be enu-
merated for conﬁgurations U + P and U during each generation of
evolution. Note that checking the validity of a speciﬁc solution just
requires constant time when the number of features is ﬁxed, and
no SAT solving is needed. So the extra operation of F + P is only the
getFeatures function used at line 10 of Algorithm 4, which has a low
complexity. Due to the preprocessing method, F + P and U + P have
shorter chromosome than U as prunable features are not included
in chromosome. To summarize, the feedback-directed mechanism
requires extra time on calculation of the error positions, while the
preprocessing method reduces the search space. Hence, combin-
ing both techniques (i.e., the F + P conﬁguration) has no signiﬁcant
differences in runtime with U and U + P.
Table 7
Improvement of F+P over U+P for EAs on SPLOT.
Algo. −Time (s) +HV +%Correct
IBED 0.2 0.01 4%
IBEA −0.7 0.08 69%
NSGA-II 0.1 0.05 15%
ssNSGA-II 0.4 0.04 14%
MOCell 0.7 0.06 23%
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5.2.5. Answer to RQ5
RQ5 examines the generality of the preprocessing method and
the feedback-directed mechanism. We notice that the percentage
of correctness of all tested EAs (IBED, IBEA, NSGA-II, ssNSGA-II and
MOCell) have been improved by using these two  enhancement
techniques in conﬁguration F + P. These results conﬁrm that, the
preprocessing method, and the feedback-directed crossover and
mutation have provided an advantage on the percentage of cor-
rectness and HV, regardless of the underlying EAs. The reason is
that the preprocessing method effectively prunes the search space,
and the feedback-directed crossover and mutation allow underly-
ing EAs to use the feedback for faster ﬁnding of valid solutions. This
shows that the preprocessing method and the feedback-directed
mechanism are general methods that could be applied to different
EAs.
5.2.6. Answer to RQ6
RQ6 examines the scalability of IBED together with the enhance-
ment techniques. In Table 4, the results show that, for the E-Shop
model, with U + P and U, none of the EAs (except IBED) could locate
a correct solution. On the other hand, with F + P, IBEA and IBED have
achieved 100% and 99% of correctness respectively, while NSGA-II,
ssNSGA-II and MOCell have achieved 12–14% of correctness. We
have further conducted the experiment of using 50 million genera-
tion as the termination criteria for IBEA U + P. It has only achieved
46% of correctness after 50 million generations which takes 3.25 h.
In contrast, the conﬁguration IBEA F + P achieves 100% of correct-
ness by just 7 s. Our IBED F + P takes even less time 6.7 s to get 99% of
correctness, and IBED U + P takes 7 s to get 87% of correctness with
the default 25,000 generations (see Section 5.1.7). After we relax
the termination criteria to 50,000 generations, IBED U + P also gets
99% of correctness. As IBED F + P can handle hundreds of features
(e.g., the E-Shop model) with above 99% of correctness within 10 s,
IBED F + P enables the evaluation with the larger industrial models
(see Section 5.3).
5.3. Evaluation with LVAT
To conﬁrm the scalability of the IBED and the enhancement
techniques, we conduct the evaluation using LVAT. As reported by
Sayyad et al. [18], IBEA achieves the best results for this problem
than other EAs used in Table 4. The results of our experiments with
SPLOT models also comply with their observation. We also tried
standard EAs (e.g., NSGA-II and MOCell) for the three LVAT mod-
els, but they found about 0% correct solutions using the parameter
setting in Section 5.1.7. Besides, Sayyad et al. [18] also tried the
standard NSGA-II for the LVAT models and reported the results
in Table IV of their paper. Their results showed NSGA-II can only
achieve around 0-1% correctness. As other EAs hardly ﬁnd correct
solutions on industrial models that are much larger than E-Shop, we
just show the results of IBED and IBEA on LVAT models in Table 5.
To answer RQ1 to RQ3 with LVAT, we evaluate the effective-
ness of IBED in terms of correctness, performance and diversity
in Section 5.3.1. To answer RQ4 to RQ5 with LVAT, we evalu-
ate the enhancement techniques (our preprocessing method and
feedback-directed mechanism) in Section 5.3.2. The successful
application of IBED with the enhancement techniques on LVAT
exhibits the scalability of our approach, which answers RQ6. How-
ever, as EAs on their own fail to ﬁnd any correct solution on Linux
X86, we propose to use the seeding method for IBED and IBEA in
Section 5.3.3.
5.3.1. Evaluating IBED with LVAT
We evaluate IBED from the following aspects:
Correctness and performance of IBED: as can be observed in
Table 5, for the conﬁguration F + P, IBED performs quite similarly
Table 8
Improvement of F+P over U+P for IBED and IBEA on LVAT.
Algo. −Time (s) +HV +% Correct
IBED 3.8a 0.02 28%
IBEA 10.9b 0.03 64%
a The time measurement is based on using cache results. We ignore the Linux X86
case, as IBED U + P causes runtime exceptions of memory limit.
b We ignore the Linux X86 case, as IBEA U + P using cache throws runtime excep-
tions of memory limit.
with IBEA in terms of Time(s) (execution time in seconds), HV
(hypervolume), and %Correct (percentage of correct solutions in
the Pareto front). For the conﬁguration F′ + P, the same situation
is observed, except on eCos. For the instance eCos, the correctness
of IBED F′ + P (17.9%) is lower than that of IBEA F′ + P (61%), as IBED
may  mutate too greatly to keep searching near the correct solutions.
However, an interesting ﬁnding is that the diversity of IBED helps to
work better than IBEA, when the feedback-directed mechanism is
disable. Thus, for the conﬁguration of U + P, IBED shows better cor-
rectness rate except on Linux X86 where both IBED and IBEA have 0%
correctness. For the instance uClinux, IBED U + P achieves 100% cor-
rectness. The reason is that 1244 prunable features in uClinux lead
to a smaller solution space (after pruning these 1244 features in
U + P) that can contain many correct solutions. Hence, some extent
of diversity (a certain probability of mutation) is preferred, espe-
cially when the feedback directed mechanism is disabled and no
correct solutions have been found yet.
Non-dominated solutions found by IBED: neither IBED nor IBEA
can ﬁnd correct solutions on Linux X86. In Table 6, we show the
results for two  sets of feature attribute values on eCos and uClinux.
For the model eCos, IBEA F + P ﬁnd more correct (|B| > |A|) and also
more non-dominated solutions (|NB| > |NA|) than IBED F + P for both
two value sets (ecos1 and ecos2). The reason is that eCos has very
few prunable features, 54 out of 1244 (see Table 3), but as many as
3146 constrains. DE operations in IBED does not help much, as the
Pareto front for non-dominated solutions is small and more muta-
tions may  reduce the correctness of the results. In contrast, uClinux
has more prunable features but less constrains. The Pareto front
for uClinux is large enough to tolerate some extent of mutations
without signiﬁcantly reducing the correctness. So on uClinux, IBED
achieves more correct solutions (1925 and 1875 for the two value
sets uClinux1 and uClinux2, respectively) than IBEA (1511 and 1620,
respectively). Among the union of solutions found by IBED and IBEA,
we calculate the total non-dominated ones as NA ∪ NB. The results
also show that IBED ﬁnds most of the non-dominated solutions
(894/968 and 875/1074 for uClinux1 and uClinux2, respectively).
5.3.2. Evaluating enhancement techniques with LVAT
Table 5 demonstrates how the enhancement techniques
improve IBED and IBEA on LVAT models. Conﬁguration F′ + P is the
same as F + P, with the exception that the mutation probability Pmut
is set to 0.01 (for F + P, Pmut = 0.0000001). The average improvement
for the conﬁguration F + P over U + P is summarized in Table 8. In
general, the ﬁnding from Table 7 complies with that from Table 8 –
the feedback-directed mechanism improves more for IBEA. The rea-
son is that IBEA needs more for the diversity that feedback-directed
mutation and crossover provide, while IBED by itself prefers solu-
tions of diversity due to differential evolution.
In Table 5, we notice that for eCos and uClinux, IBEA F + P achieves
90% above correctness for all cases, while IBEA U + P does not
ﬁnd any correct solution after 100000 executions. Although F + P
achieves overall better runtime, it does not have clear advantage
over U + P for all models. These results have conﬁrmed for the bet-
ter percentage of correctness and comparable runtime of F + P over
U + P. For Linux X86, none of the conﬁgurations (F + P, F′ + P, and U + P)
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Table  9
Non-dominated solutions found by IBED F+P (A) and IBEA F+P (B) that both use 3 common seeds on Linux X86.
Model A %Correct B %Correct A Time (s) B Time (s) A HV B HV |A| |B| |A ∩ B| |NA ∪ NB| |NA| |NB|
Linux X86 1 28.6 30.2 2495.4 2311.4 0.23 0.23 464 251 0 632 421 213
Linux  X86 2 20.3 25.4 2611.3 2549.4 0.23 0.23 344 164 0 447 315 134
for IBED or IBEA has found a correct solution. Therefore, we make
use of the “seeding method” proposed by [18].
5.3.3. Seeding method for Linux X86
To ﬁnd a “seed”, which is a correct solution that leads to
more correct solutions, Sayyad et al. [18] made use of two meth-
ods, namely SMT  (abbr. for satisﬁability modulo theories) solver
and IBEA with two objectives to ﬁnd correct solutions. Then they
planted the seed in the initial population of IBEA with the hope
to ﬁnd more valid solutions. In this paper, we adopt three seeding
methods, namely the two methods used by Sayyad et al. [18] and
also IBED with two objectives. For each seeding method, we gener-
ate one seed. We  run these three seeds for both IBED F + P and IBEA
F + P, and compare the results with the seeding method with IBEA
proposed by [18] (the unguided version of IBEA).
Seed 1 produced by SMT  solver: Microsoft Z3 SMT  solver [48] is
used to ﬁnd a seed solution. In our case, Z3 successfully ﬁnds a
valid solution in around 3 s (we repeat for 30 times, and medium of
the number of selected features is 1455). With the seed, IBEA F + P
successfully ﬁnds 34 correct solutions using no more than 30 s, but
IBEA U + P ﬁnds no new solution in 30 min.
Seed 2 produced by IBEA: IBEA with two objectives is used to
generate seed 2. Using seed 2 to get solutions for 5 objectives, IBEA
F + P takes around 40 s to get more than 30 correct solutions. While
for IBEA U + P, it spends a total of 3.5 h of execution time for 30
correct solutions. F + P has shortened the search time of U + P for
more than 200 times. In particular, U + P spends 3 h to generate the
seed, and spends half an hour to obtain 30 correct solutions. Even
given another half hour, U + P ﬁnally obtains 36 correct solutions.
Seed 3 produced by IBED: we adopt the same way  of using two
objectives in IBEA to generate seed 3 in IBED. With seed 3 for all
the 5 objectives, IBED F + P takes around 50 s to get more than 20
correct solutions. IBED U + P, in medium case, spends around 4 h of
execution time for getting more than 20 correct solutions, which
takes longer time than IBEA F + P. We  also observe that in seed gen-
eration, the solutions found by IBED exhibit more variability due to
the diversity based selection criteria.
The quality of three seeds: we observe that the seeds gen-
erated by IBED and IBEA with two objectives, are better than
the seed generated by the Z3 SMT  solver. These results have
shown that F + P outperformed U + P with all the three seeds.
Both conﬁgurations F + P and U + P of IBED or IBEA ﬁnd more
solutions using seed 2 or seed 3, compared with seed 1, accord-
ing to our experiments. For example, using seed 2 for IBEA
F + P or seed 3 for IBED F + P, they can ﬁnd around 30 correct
solutions on average in 30 executions, while for seed 1 either
IBED F + P or IBEA F + P can ﬁnd only less than 20 solutions on
average. This conforms to the observation in [18]. According to
[18], it is because the seed generated by IBEA with two objectives
has more selected features, and the “feature-rich” seed allows the
effective search of other valid solutions.
Evaluating with three common seeds: to avoid the bias due to dif-
ferent seeds, we include all the three seeds in the initial populations.
We run IBEA F + P and IBED F + P 30 times with random values for
feature attributes, and use the medium value for comparison. IBED
gets 20% as correctness, taking 2566 s (for 100,000 generations)
and achieving HV of 0.23. In contrast, IBEA gets 27% as correct-
ness, taking 2452 s and achieving the same HV of 0.23. Although
IBEA exhibits a slightly higher correctness, it does not mean IBEA
can ﬁnd more unique and non-dominated solutions. Thus, we ran-
domly choose two  sets of feature attribute values, and compare the
speciﬁc solutions found by the two algorithms.
In Table 9, we  show the non-dominated solutions found by IBED
F + P and IBEA F + P using the three common seeds. Given two sets
of random values for feature attributes, on average, IBED has found
97.7% and 135.1% more unique and non-dominated solutions than
IBEA on both sets. Hence, IBEA has a slightly higher correctness, but
ﬁnd less unique correct solutions (|B| is much smaller than |A| for
both value sets of feature attribute). The reason is that the solutions
found by IBEA according to the three seeds are quite duplicated in
30 executions. In contrast, for the same seeds, solutions found by
IBED are more diverse. The lower diversity of IBEA solutions also
leads to the smaller number of non-dominated solutions, compared
with IBED, for both sets of feature attribute values.
5.4. Summary and discussion
From the results reported in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we can con-
clude that, with the feedback-directed mechanism, IBED F + P is
comparable with IBEA F + P in terms of execution time, hypervol-
ume  and correctness ratio on the models except Linux X86. Without
feedback-directed mechanism (e.g., the U + P and U conﬁgurations),
IBED can achieve higher correctness ratio than the corresponding
version of IBEA on the models except Linux X86. For the diversity,
compared with the best conﬁguration of IBEA (IBEA F + P), IBED F + P
also ﬁnd more non-dominated solutions on the models except eCos
and Linux X86.
For the Linux X86 model, using EAs alone cannot ﬁnd correct
solutions in the default parameter setting. When using the same
seeding methods, IBED F + P can also ﬁnd more non-dominated
solutions than IBEA F + P. Hence, on all models except eCos, IBED
has exhibited the capability in ﬁnding more non-dominated solu-
tions while retaining the correctness ratio (or just slightly reducing
it).
After the inspection on eCos, we ﬁnd that eCos is a distinct model.
First, as it contains few prunable features (only 54 out of 1244),
the preprocessing method does not help much so that the prob-
lem space is larger than 2 to the power of 1000. Second, according
to the report [49], many features (about 30% in the eCos model)
declare cross-tree dependencies (a.k.a. CTCs in this paper). As can
be seen from Table 5, these characteristics make it difﬁcult for EAs
to directly ﬁnd many correct solutions (in the U + P conﬁguration).
This deactivates the diversity of differential evolutionary opera-
tions of IBED, as mutating one correct solution may  not lead to
another correct solution due to CTCs.
All these experiments shed light on how to apply EAs for the
optimal feature selection problem. Under all scenarios, the pre-
processing method and feedback-directed mechanism are helpful.
IBED suits well for many feature models with correct solutions that
are distributed continuously, but not densely gathered. In contrast,
IBEA suits better for models with correct solutions gathered near
zero-violation point in solution space (e.g., the eCos model) [10]. For
Linux X86 that has thousands of features after preprocessing and
a noticeable coverage of CRCs, combining IBED with the seeding
methods is recommended. It is effective to derive better solutions
from a good seed solution via differential evolution operations.
In addition, we  further perform experiments to investigate
how the mutation parameter Pmut affects the feedback-directed
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mechanism. To better observe the effect, we examine the number
of executions required to obtain 50% of correct solutions in the
Pareto front. For LVAT models except Linux X86, F + P only needs
a small number of generations to reach 50% of correct solutions
(6300 and 600 generations for eCos and uClinux, respectively).
In contrast, F′ + P needs 62,400 and 2100 generations to reach
50% of correct solutions for eCos and uClinux. This observation
indicates that smaller Pmut leads to faster convergence of correct
solutions in Pareto front. This is because smaller Pmut minimizes
the modiﬁcation of non-error positions; therefore, it allows IBEA
to focus more on the correction of constraint violations.
5.5. Threats to validity
There are several threats to validity. The ﬁrst threat to exter-
nal validity is due to the fact that values for the feature attributes
(i.e., Cost, Defects,  and Used Before)  were randomly generated. This
is due to difﬁculty in obtaining the attributes that are associated
with real-world products since many of them are proprietary. To
mitigate the effect of randomness, we generate 10 sets of attributes
for each case study. Furthermore, for each set of attributes, we  run
each EA repeatedly for 30 times, and report the medium values of
the metrics. Our current work is conducted on the feature models
commonly used by other researchers [10,17,18] for fair comparison.
Future work should involve the use of real data for the evaluation,
e.g. the EC2 feature model used in the study [50], the Drupal feature
model introduced in the study [51] and the SAS architecture model
used in the work [52].
The second threat to external validity comes from the
incomplete synthetic feature attributes and objective functions.
Currently, we only use 3 feature attributes and 5 objective functions
mentioned in Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.5. And now only Obj2 (richness
of features) is logically an objective to be maximized, as selecting
more features leads to the larger number of possible violated con-
straints (Obj1), more costs (Obj3), more unused features (Obj4) and
more defects (Obj5). Thus, Obj2 is logically competing with other
objectives. In future, we should test using a different number of
objective functions and feature attributes. We  could also try other
objective functions to be logically maximized, other stakeholders’
restrictions and other attributes.
The threat to internal validity stems from our choice of using
an exemplar parameter set (e.g., for crossover and mutation prob-
ability), which comes with the default setting of jMetal, in order to
cope with the combinatorial explosion of options. To address these
threats, it is clear that more experimentations with different fea-
ture models and experimental parameters are required, so that we
could investigate effects that have not been made explicit by our
dataset and experimental parameters.
6. Related work
6.1. Optimal feature selection for SPL
White et al. [53] reduced the feature selection problem in SPL
to a multidimensional multi-choice knapsack problem (MMKP).
They proposed a polynomial time approximation algorithm, called
ﬁltered Cartesian ﬂattening (FCF), to derive an optimal feature con-
ﬁguration subject to resource constraints. Their evaluation showed
that FCF can stably achieve the optimality above 90% even when the
number of resources increases up to 91, while the optimality of con-
straint satisfaction problem (CSP) based feature selection proposed
by [32] drops down to 30% when there are 91 resources.
Although FCF can achieve a highly optimal solution, it requires
signiﬁcant computing time. To address the problem of scalabil-
ity, Guo et al. [16] proposed GAFES (a genetic algorithm based
approach). The rationale is that GAs are quite suitable for the highly
constrained problems, such as the feature selection (product con-
ﬁguration) problem. GAFES can integrate a new repair operator for
feature selection and also deﬁne a penalty function for resource
constraints. The evaluation showed GAFES may not beat the FCF
and CSP in optimality, but it scaled up to large-scale models with a
reasonable optimality.
GAs used by Guo et al. [16] only allow single objective func-
tion. Further, GAFES repairs each solution explicitly, and does not
take advantage of the evolution of GA for repairing. To address this
problem, Sayyad et al. [10] investigated the use of different types of
EAs that support multi-objective function for the optimal feature
selection. They adopted 7 types of EAs, such as IBEA, NSGA-II and
MOCell, to search for the optimal product. The results have shown
that IBEA performs much better than other 6 EAs in terms of time,
correctness and satisfaction to user preferences. Sayyad et al. [17]
improved their previous work [10] by turning down the crossover
probability from 0.9 to 0.1 and mutation probability from 0.05 to
0.01, and they reported HV-mean and spread mean may  increase
by 5–10% in most cases. To further make the searching scalable,
Sayyad et al. [18] proposed the use of EA with simple heuristic in
larger product lines from LVAT repository. They proposed the use
of static analysis to identify prunable features for reducing search
space, and the use of the seeding method to ﬁnd more correct prod-
ucts for Linux X86 Kernel. Olaechea et al. [54] reported that it is
feasible to use the exact algorithm, the Guided Improvement Algo-
rithm (GIA) [55], to ﬁnd optimal solutions for small SPL models.
They also reported that IBEA is more efﬁcient for the large model
(E-Shop), with using less than 20 min, but it requires much effort in
setting up the best parameter for acceptable sub-optimal solutions.
To speed up the performance of MOEAs, Guo et al. [56] introduced
ﬁve novel parallel algorithms for Multi-Objective Combinatorial
Optimization (MOCO) to allow parallel processing.
Our method has improved the method proposed in [10,17,18]
by incorporating feedback-directed mechanism for EAs (see Sec-
tion 5). We  also show that our method for ﬁnding prunable feature
with Algorithm 2 is always not fewer than the method used by the
work [18] (see Section 5.1.3). Compared with the work [56], our
work complements with them by considering feedback-directed
mechanism for MOCO problem.
To save the extra time due to the seeding method [18] or new
SAT-based replacement and mutation operators [57], Hierons et al.
[58] proposed the SIP (ShrInk Prioritize) approach to prioritize the
objective of correctness, which is different from the traditional
MOEAs that treat all objectives equally. Besides, SIP also adopts a
novel representation that always satisﬁes two  types of constraints:
constraints relevant to core features, and constraints relevant to a
mandatory feature that is meanwhile a parent feature of a group of
sub-features. The evaluations showed that SIP can return a popu-
lation with only correct solutions in all executions.
In this paper, although we  still use the traditional MOEAs that
treat all objectives equally, we adopt the feedback-directed mecha-
nism to ﬁnd more correct solutions than using the standard MOEAs.
Similar to the idea of the novel representation used in the work
[58], we  also apply the pruning method to reduce the search space.
Compared with the work [58] that focuses on the correctness of the
solutions, we focus on the diversity of correct solutions even with
some compromise at the correctness ratio of the ﬁnal population.
In future, the idea of adopting a DE population can be combined
with the SIP method to help the diversity of the correct solutions.
In addition to the optimal feature selection problem, Cruz et al.
[59] combined fuzzy inference systems and MOEAs to select best
products of various users and group these products in a portfo-
lio. Hence, they solved the product portfolio scoping problem (the
scope of product costs, line of code, complexity, coupling, etc.) using
computational intelligence techniques.
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6.2. Constraint solving for SPL
In the previous work [60], an experiment for measuring the efﬁ-
ciency of BDD (abbr. for binary decision diagrams), SAT and CSP
solvers is conducted using feature models from SPLOT repository.
They reported the long runtime for certain operations and an expo-
nential runtime increase with the number of features for non-BDD
solvers on the “valid” operations. Later, the state-of-art solvers (e.g.,
JavaBDD BDD, JaCoP CSP, and SAT4J SAT) were used to answer the
questions such as “derive one valid product from a feature model”
and “number of products” [61]. They found that CSP and SAT solvers
have exponential time complexity as the feature size of feature
model increases, while BDD just requires a maximum of 28 s to
derive one valid product for web-portal, without considering the
quality of feature attributes. Thus, these automated reasoning tech-
niques can be precise, but generally not scalable for large feature
models. Our work complements with their work by using enhanced
EAs that scale well for large feature models.
Recently, Henard et al. [57] proposed to combine IBEA with con-
straint solving. Essentially, they still adopted SAT to provide the
correct solutions. They permuted different SAT parameters to max-
imize the diversity of SAT solutions in a cheap way by calling SAT
solver hundreds of times. Hence, they got hundreds of correct solu-
tions from SAT for new mutation and replacement operations on
the invalid ones in the IBEA population during evolution. In this
paper, to clearly show the differences between IBED and IBEA, we
compare them without using solutions from SAT solving (except for
Linux X86 where traditional MOEAs all fail to ﬁnd a correct solution).
For Linux X86, we just use 3 seed solutions to eliminate the bias due
to the different sources of seed solutions. In future work, it is inter-
esting to investigate whether further beneﬁts can be obtained by
combining IBED and SAT solver, using more seeds from SAT or new
SAT-based replacement and mutation operators.
6.3. Feedback-directed method
Pacheco et al. [62] proposed RANDOOP, a feedback-directed
mechanism for performing random test. It uses erroneous results
of previous method invocation to generate a better random test.
Clarke et al. [63] proposed CEGAR, which uses spurious coun-
terexamples as a feedback to guide the reﬁnement process. Our
method is on feedback-directed methods in EAs for the optimal
feature selection. This work is also related to using EAs and SMT
solvers in tackling software engineering problems. In the previ-
ous work [64], we make use of genetic algorithm in calculating the
optimal recovery plan during service failure. In our related work
on time requirement management [65,66], we calculate the local
time requirements of individual components given the global time
requirement of the system with Z3 SMT  solver [48]. In this work,
our focus on making use of EAs in tackling optimal feature selection.
6.4. Search-based software engineering
In addition to the SPL domain, MOEAs have also been applied
to various software engineering problems. Harman et al. [67] pro-
posed the term search-based software engineering (SBSE), and
reported that the surveyed and proposed optimization techniques
for SE problems by 2001 were all single-objective based. Seeing
the potential of using multi-objective optimization, Harman [68]
discussed about the possible usage of the meta-heuristic search
techniques such as: simulated annealing and genetic algorithm.
Harman considered it insensible combination of multiple metrics
into an aggregate ﬁtness in the way of assigning coefﬁcients, and
suggested to use Pareto optimality rather than aggregate ﬁtness.
7. Conclusion and future work
Due to the large and highly constrained search space, the prod-
uct conﬁguration (i.e., optimal feature selection) is a difﬁcult task.
In this study, the major contribution is to propose a novel algorithm
– IBED to achieve both correctness and diversity of the found solu-
tions. IBED maintains dual populations, one IBEA population for
correctness and one DE population for diversity of results. The key
of designing IBED lies in how to design the DE operators for evolv-
ing solutions of the speciﬁc application and meanwhile achieving
the population diversity. Further, we  combine two  enhancement
techniques for EAs, i.e., the feedback-directed mechanism and the
preprocessing. For the feedback-directed mechanism, the key is
how to analyze violated constraints of an invalid solution, and use
the information as a feedback to guide the search toward more
correct solutions. In addition, we also introduce the preprocessing
step to reduce the search space, by removing the prunable features
in valid products. Our evaluation shows that IBED can ﬁnd more
unique and non-dominated solutions than IBEA on most cases.
Generally, IBED compromises slightly at correctness, but ﬁnd more
non-dominated solutions in return.
Furthermore, the preprocessing technique and the feedback-
directed mechanism have both improved over existing unguided
EAs on the optimal feature selection. The feedback-directed IBEA
successfully found 69% and 64% more correct solutions for case
studies in SPLOT and LVAT repositories, compared to the unguided
IBEA. Due to its own  diversity of IBED, the feedback mechanism only
improves the correctness by 4% and 28%. In addition, with “seeding
method” proposed by Sayyad et al. [18] and feedback-directed IBEA
or IBED, we have reduced the running time from about 3.5–4 h to
about 40–50 s to ﬁnd more than 30 correct solutions on Linux X86.
As future works, we  plan to ﬁnd other types of feedback that
could be incorporated in EAs, to address the scalability problem of
large feature models, such as Linux X86. Moreover, we  would also
investigate extensibility of our method to other software engineer-
ing problems. Meanwhile, we plan to further evaluate the method
using different case studies (e.g., the EC2 feature model [50], the
Drupal feature model [51] and the SAS architecture model [52]).
Lastly, it is interesting to combine constraint solving with IBED, and
compare the result with that of using IBEA and constraint solving
[57].
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